Endocrine System Terminology

Across
3. A butterfly shaped gland in the neck that is responsible for regulating metabolism
10. secrete chemicals called hormones
11. system of glands that secrete chemicals into bloodstream to regulate bodily functions
12. Balance in the body

Down
1. Disorder of carbohydrate metabolism with decreased insulin production from the pancreas
2. low blood glucose (blood sugar)
4. high blood glucose (blood sugar)
5. When the body makes too little thyroxin and metabolism decreases
6. when the body makes too much thyroxin and metabolism increases
7. A condition where a person’s blood sugar is above normal but is not high enough to be diagnosed with type 2 diabetes
8. Chemicals produced by the body that regulate bodily functions
9. Condition where the pancreas creates no or not enough insulin that can cause problems with circulation and organs